HOW TO SET UP YO UR POP UP GAZEBO

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Please follow these instructions carefully to avoid pinching your fingers when the frame is opening
and closing. Setting up your tent requires a minimum of three people.

CAUTION:
Do not set up this Gazebo in windy conditions. Doing so may result in injury and/or damage to

1.

Place your Pop up Gazebo in the center of your working area. Next, remove the carrying bag and hold
the Gazebo upright.

your tent.
2.

As shown in step 2 of the diagram, open the gazebo tent with the help of partners. W hile working
together on opposite ends, grasp the two outside legs and lift the frame slightly off the ground. Now,
w alk backwards while slowly opening the gazebo. Continue to open the gazebo by pushing the side
supports into position as shown in steps 3 in the diagram. Next, move to opposite corners and repeat
this series of steps until the gazebo is almost fully open.
*Be careful not to pull backwards too hard as this may bend the side supports.

3.

Engage the slider at each corner by pushing up with one hand while holding down the top of the leg
with the other hand (see diagram 5). A snap button will engage in the locating hole. Repeat this
procedure on the other five legs.

4.

Working in pairs, extend the support legs by stepping on the leg’s foot plate and sliding the inner leg
out until the snap button locks in the locating hole. Repeat this step until completed (See diagram 6).

5.

Next, attach the removable sidewalls by wrapping the Velcro straps around the leg frames.

6.

Lastly, secure the gazebo tent using the ropes. Attach the ropes to the ring at each corner and secure
your Pop up Gazebo to the ground using stakes.
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Or, simply push the stakes through the hole on

each leg’s foot plate into solid soil.
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FOLD-UP INSTRUCTIONS
HOW TO FOLD YOUR GAZEBO
1.

First remove any leg stakes and ropes.

2.

Next, disconnect the Velcro straps and remove the sidewalls.

3. With the help of your partner, lift two adjacent legs slightly and press the snap button to disengage.
Once disengaged, push the telescopic inner legs into the outer legs. Repeat this step on the
remaining legs.
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4.

Disconnect the slider at all six corners by applying a slight upward pressure with one hand while
depressing the snap button to release the slider with the other hand. Push the slider down past the
snap button.

5.

Each partner should grasp the top of the inside corner of the gazebo (see diagram) and lift up slightly.
Shake the canopy gently. Pull hands apart while stepping towards your partner until the unit is 75%
closed.

6.

Grasp the two other legs and lift slightly off the ground. Lastly, push together to fully close the Gazebo.

*Make sure the canopy material is completely dry before put your folded cover to the storage bag.

Instructions for Pop-Up Tents

1) Take the E-Z Up canopy out of the box carefully and place on dry surface ( sand, grass, or hard
surface.2) Grasp the outer legs of the canopy. Have a partner assist you by grabbing the outer legs of
the canopy on the opposite side. Both of you take a step backward about an arm's length and move
slowly in tandem backwards until the canopy is fully open. Do not attempt to assemble tent alone
because this could put unnecessary stress on the legs and they could get damaged if they are not pulled
apart in tandem. For larger size tents(10xl5 and larger, please have 3 or more people helping with the
assembly).3) Engage the snap button on the sliders located at the comers of the canopy. Push each
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slider up into position until the snap button locks into place. Lift and pull out the legs, and lock into
place. Apply this step to the rest o f the canopy legs, securing all the comers and locking the legs into
place until the canopy is standing by itself.4) The tents have removable side walls that affix by velcro
strips to the metal legs to enclose the canopy. 5) Secure tent in windy conditions by using the rope that
is located on each side of the canopy and hammering stakes into the ground at a 30 degree angle to
balance the sides o f tent. If the canopy is placed on a hard surface, secure the 4 sides with bricks or
sand bags to weigh the canopy down.
6) DO NOT ASSEMBLE TENTS IN RAIN,SEVERE WIND OR SNOWY WEATHER
CONDITIONS, BECAUSE THIS WILL DAMAGE YOUR TENT. It is the owner's responsibility if
the tents are set-up and damaged during these conditions.
7) Store your canopy/tent in a cool dry place when not in use.

